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NEW CASCA PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Deirdre Meintel
As a longtime member of CASCA, and as
a Canadian and a Québécoise
by
adoption, so to speak, I was proud and
moved to be elected president of CASCA.

links with the WAN that Regna Darnell
(past president) helped develop.
These two issues, inclusiveness and
relations with a wider range of associa-

I moved to Montreal while
writing my doctoral thesis
for an American university
not long after CASCA was
founded in 1974. From the
beginning, I was impressed
by the way CASCA sought
to give due place to all three
“founding peoples” of
Canada. I believe that this
gives our society a unique
ethos and that it must be
constantly renewed over the
long term.
In recent years, it has been
exciting to see how CASCA
has made its place among
Canadian learned societies,
while anthropology itself
has become better established among Canadian
academic disciplines. It is
my hope that in the coming
years, CASCA will play a
more active role in the
Canadian Federation for the
Humanities and Social
Sciences, given its important
role as an advocate for its
member associations. This
is becoming all the more
important as we face
problems common to many
disciplines, such as issues of
funding, intellectual
property and peer review.

website is of critical importance. The new
site (http://www.cas-sca.ca/casca/) is now
up and running, mostly thanks to the
efforts of Michel Bouchard, who became
CASCA’s Communications Officer as of
May, 2009.
The site is intended not only
to make CASCA responsive
to the concerns and interests
of its present members but to
help us cast a wider net, and
better reflect the concerns of
anthropologists who are
beginning their careers and
as well as those working
outside of academe.
When you look at the new
site, which is currently being
translated into French, you
will see that it contains many
new and attractive features
that will help further these
aims. For example, the site
includes a menu for
“Practicing Anthropology.”
Also, in the “News and
Announcements” menu,
you will find “Blogging
Anthropology.”
Overall, the site will allow
CASCA to give more timely
information to the members
and in a convivial format.

Discarded signs in Prince George, B.C.

At the same time, CASCA is taking its
place on the international level, where its
participation in the World Anthropologies
Network (WAN) ( http://www.ramwan.net) is of particular interest.

tions on the Canadian and international
level, are the main concerns that are
driving my activities as president, with the
collaboration of Janice Graham (president-elect) and the other members of the
Executive.

The AAA meetings in November will
provide an occasion for me to build on the

In that light, the revamping of the CASCA
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CASCA will be holding its
2010 conference from June
1-3 at the Congress of the
Canadian Federation for the
Humanities and Social
Sciences in Montreal.
T h e C o n g r e s s i t s e l f
(http://www.fedcan.virtuo.ca/congress20
10) runs from May 28 to June 4. The
meetings in Montreal promise to be
exciting and (speaking as one who lives
there) very enjoyable. I look forward to
seeing many of you there.
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MOT DE LA NOUVELLE PRÉSIDENTE
Par Deirdre Meintel
En tant que membre de longue date de la
CASCA, et en tant que canadienne et
québécoise, disons, d'adoption, j'ai été
fière et émue d'être élue à la présidence de
la CASCA.
Je me suis établie à Montréal à l'époque où
je rédigeais ma thèse de doctorat pour une
université américaine, peu de temps après
la fondation de la CASCA en 1974. J'ai été
impressionnée par la manière dont, dès ses
débuts, la CASCA a cherché à reconnaître
à chacun des trois « peuples fondateurs »
du Canada la place qui lui revient à juste
titre dans son fonctionnement. Je crois que
cette caractéristique donne à notre société
un éthos unique, qui doit être
constamment réaffirmé et
renouvelé.

//www.ram-wan.net). Le congrès de la
AAA de novembre m'offrira une occasion
de consolider les liens avec cet organisme,
des liens que Regna Darnell (présidente
antérieure) a contribué à développer.

(hhtp://www.cas-sca.ca/casca/) est
maintenant en opération, en grande partie
grâce aux efforts de Michel Bouchard, qui
est devenu le nouvel agent d'information
de la CASCA en mai dernier.

Le caractère inclusif de la CASCA et ses
rapports avec une vaste gamme
d'associations canadiennes et
internationales sont les deux questions qui
guident mes activités de présidente,
menées en collaboration avec Janice
Graham (présidente désignée) et les autres
membres du Comité exécutif.

Ce site vise non seulement à rendre la
CASCA plus apte à répondre aux
préoccupations et aux intérêts de ses
membres actuels, mais vise également à
faire connaître la CASCA dans des
réseaux plus larges. Il vise également à
mieux répondre aux besoins des
anthropologues en début de carrière, de
même qu'aux besoins des anthropologues
oeuvrant à l'extérieur des milieux
académiques.

Dans cette optique, la rénovation du site
internet de la CASCA s'avère d'une
importance vitale. Ce nouveau site

Lorsque vous visiterez notre
nouveau site, dont la traduction
française est en cours, vous
constaterez qu'il présente plusieurs
caractéristiques fort intéressantes,
créées pour mieux répondre à ces
objectifs. Par exemple, le site offre
une section « Anthropologie
appliquée ». Aussi, sous l'onglet «
Nouvelles », vous trouverez une
section « Bloguer l'anthropologie ».

Il est très stimulant de constater la
manière dont la CASCA a su tailler
sa place parmi les sociétés savantes
canadiennes depuis sa création, de
même que la manière dont
l'anthropologie elle-même a su
s'établir comme discipline
académique au Canada. Mon
souhait pour les prochaines années
est que la CASCA entreprenne de
jouer un rôle beaucoup plus actif au
sein de la Fédération canadienne
des sciences humaines, compte tenu
du dynamisme de cet organisme
dans la promotion des intérêts des
membres. Une telle association
devient d'autant plus importante que
nous faisons face, aujourd'hui, à des
problèmes communs à plusieurs
disciplines liés au financement, à la
propriété intellectuelle et à
l'évaluation par les pairs.
Parallèlement, la CASCA se taille
également une place à l'échelle
internationale, en particulier par sa
participation au sein du World
Anthropologies Network / Red de
Antropologías del Mundo (http :

BECOME A MEMBER!

Dans l'ensemble, ce site permettra à
la CASCA d'offrir de l'information
plus à jour à ses membres, dans un
format convivial.
La CASCA tiendra son prochain
congrès annuel du 1er au 3 juin 2010
à Montréal, dans le cadre du Congrès
de la Fédération canadienne des
sciences humaines qui, lui, se
déroulera du 28 mai au 4 juin
(http://www.fedcan.virtuo.ca/congr
ess2010). Ces événements
s'annoncent fort stimulants et
(croyez-en une Montréalaise) fort
plaisants. J'espère vous y rencontrer
en grand nombre.

Dierdre Meintel

Photo: Michel Bouchard
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PREEMPTIVE STRIKES:
S T I F L I N G C R I T I C A L I N Q U I RY
Alex Khasnabish
Assistant Professor
Sociology/Anthropology
M o u n t S a i n t Vi n c e n t U n i v e r s i t y

“Whether he wrote DOWN WITH BIG
BROTHER, or whether he refrained from
writing it, made no difference. Whether he
went on with the diary, or whether he did
not go on with it, made no difference. The
Thought Police would get him just the
same. He had committed – would still
have committed, even if he had never set
pen to paper – the essential crime that
contained all others in itself.
Thoughtcrime, they called it.” – George
Orwell, 1984 (19)
On June 15, 2009, the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council announced
its continued financial support for the
conference "Israel/Palestine: Mapping
Models of Statehood and Prospects for
Peace" (SSHRC 2009). Alluding to the
circumstances that had jeopardized the
grant-in-aid funding that had been
awarded to the organizers through
SSHRC’s own independent, peer review
process, SSHRC stated that:
In light of public discussion, SSHRC
requested information from the grant
holder in the context of post-award
procedures as stated in the Grant Holder’s
Guide for the Aid to Research Workshops
and Conferences program. (ibid.)

Nevertheless, from webs of electronic
surveillance to the erosion of once takenfor-granted civil liberties to rendition
flights and a reenergized imperialism, this
is not a world that Orwell’s dystopian
protagonist Winston would find entirely
unfamiliar. Indeed, as crises continue to
mount on a global scale (ecological,
humanitarian, economic), economically
neoliberal but politically neoconservative
regimes the world over have used the
opportunity to engage in an aggressive
and highly ideological interventionist
social policy. In Canada, the campaign
engaged in by the Stephen Harper’s

Conservative government epitomizes this
approach.
For several years, the Conservative
government has engaged in a process of
“aligning” research with their own policy
goals - a process that might also be called a
“politics of starvation”. For example, in
2007, the federal government directed all
new SSHRC funding to research in
management, business and finance,
cutting off many scholars in the humanities and social sciences from new funding
(CAUT 2009). In 2008, the federal
government used their budget to direct

Precarious work in precarious times.

Photo: Michel Bouchard

This seemingly innocuous statement
offered as explanation for what had led
SSHRC to revisit its commitment to fund
the conference euphemized a chain of
events that, for many, represented nothing
less than a politically-motivated assault
on the fundamental principles of independent, critical, and democratic debate
and inquiry. Unraveling the issues and
impetus behind SSHRC’s “request” for
“information” (bureaucratic rhetoric
aside, a move tantamount to an abrogation
of the established channels and protocols
for the evaluation and administration of
grants) from the conference organizers
tells us much about the socio-political
climate we currently inhabit as well as the
stakes of the struggle we are all currently
enmeshed in – whether we know it or not.
A Politics of Starvation
In a post-9/11 world, the invocation of
George Orwell’s 1984 has become so
commonplace it is almost cliché.

BECOME A MEMBER!
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P R O M I S I N G PAT H S :
S T I F L I N G C R I T I C A L I N Q U I RY

Continuation from page 3/Suite de la page 3

new NSERC funding exclusively toward
research in the automotive, manufacturing, forestry and fishing sectors (ibid.).
New SSHRC funding was similarly
constrained with a focus on two areas: the
consequences of environmental changes
for Canadians and economic development
needs in northern communities (ibid.).
In 2009, on the heels of announcing
massive funding cuts to the main research
granting agencies in Canada ($147.9
million cut from the budgets of SSHRC,
NSERC, and CIHR) in order to “streamline operations”, the Conservative
government allocated $87.5 million for

new Canada Graduate Scholarships on the
condition that these scholarships would be
used for “business-related degrees”
(ibid.).
In this context, it is no longer necessary to
confront research that contradicts or
imagines alternatives to neoliberal
capitalist consumption; this process of
ideological “alignment” simply starves
these alternative perspectives out. It is
with a healthy dose of irony that one needs
to read these funding initiatives given that
the industries into which the government
appears so interested in pouring public
money into are the very same ones that lay

at the heart of the crisis complex with
which we are now confronted. It is with
this context in mind that the thread of
SSHRC’s reconsidered reconsideration of
funding for "Israel/Palestine: Mapping
Models of Statehood and Prospects for
Peace" needs to be picked up.
Thoughtcrime
Sponsored by York and Queen’s universities – including by the Osgoode Hall Law
School – the conference’s explicit purpose
was to:
explore which state models offer
promising paths to resolving the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
respecting the rights to selfdetermination of both
Israelis/Jews and Palestinians.
Mindful of the fraught context in
which debates relating to
Israel/Palestine unfold, the
conference aims to open up
measured and thoughtful
conversations on the range of
possible paths out of the current
impasse. (Israel/Palestine:
Mapping Models of Statehood
and Prospects for Peace, n.d.)
Drawing engaged scholars from a variety
of disciplines and from across Canada, the
US, Israel, and Palestine, the conference’s
aim was to explore paths to a peaceful
resolution to the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict without constraining the
discussion solely within the framework of
a “two-state solution”. The willingness of
the conference participants and organizers
to deal expansively and creatively with
the possibilities for cultivating a durable
and just peace in Israel/Palestine was
precisely what provoked the unprecedented intervention in an academic
conference from the highest levels of
government.
As would become clear, SSHRC’s
intervention came at the behest of
Minister for Science and Technology
Gary Goodyear who personally asked
SSHRC President Chad Gaffield to
reconsider the conference’s funding
following extensive lobbying from
Zionist groups who characterized the
conference as a “sham…which questions
the Jewish State’s very right to exist, [and]
promises to be a veritable ‘who’s who’ of

Prince George, British Columbia
BECOME A MEMBER!
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the notion that any state – as a human,
political, modern construct – is unalterable. Furthermore, given the diverse and,
in many cases, internationally recognized
status of the conference participants
(which included Israelis and Palestinians)
the allegation that the conference was
little more than a soapbox for “a veritable
‘who’s who’ of anti-Israel propagandists”
seemed a spurious and
inflammatory claim.

state-based superpowers but increasingly
by “asymmetrical warfare” between
dominant powers and non-state challengers, military supremacy is not enough,
instead, “the enemy” must be controlled
through “social, political, ideological, and
psychological weapons” (Hardt and Negri
2004, 52). Constraining the terms of open
debate, limiting free inquiry, cutting off
initiatives that run counter to dominant

My point, of course, is not to
advocate for one proposed
solution to the PalestinianIsraeli conflict or to disparage
the very real concerns some
may have about the persistence
of anti-Semitism or other forms
of hate based on group identity.
Rather, the core issue here is
brazenly political intervention
in the service of clearly vested
and particular interests in an
open space for critical and
engaged debate and discussion.
Full Spectrum Domination
Of course, government
involvement in research of all
kinds is nothing new but the
brazenness of the current
government’s willingness to
direct research and scholarly
work is particularly chilling.
Despite SSHRC’s assertion that
it is “unwavering in its
commitment to independent
peer review and its grant
policies and procedures”
(SSHRC 2009), the fact
remains that critical, rigorous,
academic debate was undeniably threatened by a blatantly
political and ideologically Photo: Michel Bouchard
motivated exercise of power.
agendas while funneling public resources
As academics, regardless of how we
into those that do, subverting the princimight individually feel about the
ples of rigorous scholarly inquiry, and
Palestinian-Israeli conflict, we should all
stifling critical voices by threatening them
be deeply concerned. The events that
with character assassination and political
transpired around this conference
slander buttressed by an overheated and
illuminate just how dire the stakes are not
ideologically vested moralism – these are
only for the rarefied world of academics
the techniques deployed by elite actors in a
but for vital, public, democratic debate,
project of social engineering. Through
discussion, and decision-making.
these techniques, outright repression
becomes less and less necessary as dissent
As military planners have come to
and the consideration of alternatives is
understand in a post-Cold War world
simply made unthinkable.
marked not by “great” conflicts between

BECOME A MEMBER!
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In Orwellian terms, “crimethink”
becomes an obsolete concept once
alternative ways of thinking are rendered
radically unreasonable. As scholars, as
researchers, and as teachers we cannot
simply engage this issue as a defense of
academic freedom. As important as this
principle may be to us, it is not enough.
Instead, I would urge all of us to see
ourselves as participants in a
collective struggle not over
some particular political
platform or vision of society but
over the very capacity to freely,
democratically, and in a spirit of
the mutual recognition of
dignity discuss, debate, and
decide upon what kind of social
worlds we want to construct and
inhabit.
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The Richard F. Salisbury Student Award ($1,500)
CASCA is again holding a
competition for the Richard F.
Salisbury Student Award.
The Salisbury Award is given in
memory of Dr. Richard Frank
Salisbury, a founding member of
the McGill University Department
of Anthropology as well as the
McGill Centre for Developing
Areas Studies.
Dr. Salisbury was the author of
From Stone to Steel (1962) and A
Homeland for the Cree (1986).
His leadership on the James Bay
Project helped the James Bay Cree
and the Government of Quebec

work out the historic treaty that has
become a model for reconciling
aboriginal autonomy with
economic development. Dr.
Salisbury passed away in 1989.
The Richard F. Salisbury Student
Award is given each year to a PhD
candidate, enrolled at a Canadian
university, for the purposes of
defraying expenses incurred while
carrying out dissertation
fieldwork.
The amount of the award for the
current competition has been set at
$1,500.

The winner of each award is also
invited to present their preliminary
findings to the annual meeting
ofthe Canadian Anthropology
Society/Société Canadienne
d'Anthropologie and to publish a
short paper on this research in
CASCA's newsletter Culture.
The deadline for this year's
competition is March 19, 2010.
The application form and further
information is available on the
CASCA website: www.cas-sca.ca

La bourse d’études Richard F. Salisbury ($1,500)
La Bourse d'études Richard F. Salisbury est octroyée en mémoire de M.
Richard Frank Salisbury, un membre fondateur du département
d'anthropologie de l'Université McGill et du Centre d'études sur les régions en
développement de l'Université McGill.
M. Salisbury est également l'auteur des ouvrages From Stone to Steel (1962)
et A Homeland for the Cree (1986). Son leadership lors des négociations
entourant le projet hydroélectrique de la baie James a contribué à la
conclusion du traité historique entre le gouvernement du Québec et les Cris de
la région de la baie James. Cet accord est ensuite devenu un modèle de
rapprochement entre l'autonomie autochtone et le développement
économique. M. Salisbury est décédé en 1989.
La Bourse d'études Richard F. Salisbury est accordée chaque année à une
étudiante ou à un étudiant inscrit à un programme de doctorat dans une
université canadienne, dans le but de l'aider à couvrir ses dépenses durant ses
études sur le terrain.
Le montant prévu cette année est de 1500 $. La ou le récipiendaire de chaque
bourse est également invité à présenter ses conclusions préliminaires à
l’occasion de l’assemblée annuelle de la Canadian Anthropology
Society/Société canadienne d’anthropologie et à publier un bref article sur ses
recherches dans le bulletin Culture de la CASCA.
La date limite est le 19 mars 2010.
Le formulaire et des renseignements complémentaires sont accessibles sur le
site Web de la CASCA : www.cas-sca.ca
Continued/Suite Page 6
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NEW GRADUATE PROGRAM
IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
AT UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
Commencing in September 2010,
a new medical anthropology M.A.
program will commence at the
University of Saskatchewan.
Following on an extensive
restructuring of the undergraduate
program, the University Council
voted in spring to approve the new
graduate program with a focus on
medical anthropology/anthropology of health.

Sylvia Abonyi of the Department
of Community Health and
Epidemiology.
Several other medical
anthropologists, anthropologists
trained in other fields, and other
scholars will also be involved in
the new graduate program.
The medical anthropology
program demonstrates specific

The University of
Saskatchewan has
one of the greatest
complements of
trained medical
anthropologists of
any university in
C a n a d a .
Researchers have
strong records in
attracting CIHR
and SSHRC
funding for both
domestic and
international
research.

strengths in the following areas:
?
Aboriginal and Indigenous

peoples’ health
?
Global health
?
Gender and health
?
Violence and health
?
Disability
?
Mental health
?
Infectious disease
?
Environmental health
?
Applied methodologies
?
Ethnography
?
Urban and
c o m p l e x
r e s e a r c h
contexts
It is expected that a
second graduate
program, in
environmental
anthropology will
be implemented by
fall 2011. It will be
spearheaded by
Clinton Westman of
the Department of
Archaeology and
Anthropology, and
David Natcher of
the Department of
Bioresource Policy,
Business and
Economics.

Contributing most
directly to the new
program will be
Pamela Downe and
Sadeq Rahimi of
the Department of
Archaeology and
A n t h r o p o l o g y,
James Waldram of
the Department of
Psychology (with a
joint appointment
to Archaeology and
Anthropology),
Michel Desjardins
of the Department
of Psychology, and

For more
information on the
graduate program,
application
requirements and
deadlines please
see:

Dr. James Waldram, 2009 Weaver Tremblay Award Winner
Photo: Michel Bouchard
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PROTECTING THE HUMAN RIGHTS
OF COAST SALISH PEOPLES IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
By Brian Thom
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department
of Anthropology, University of Victoria
Negotiator, Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group
Introduction

relationships concerning the title to and
governance of their territories have never
been formalized with the state. There has
never been a treaty or any other formal
arrangement that reconciles the fact of
their prior occupation of their territories
with colonial settlement and the
establishment of the Canadian state.

Modern-day treaty negotiations have
reached a deep stalemate on the southeast
coast of Vancouver Island. This is after
15½ years of talks and nearly $20 million
of negotiation loan debt being accrued by
the six member First Nations of the
Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group (hereafter
HTG), where I have worked full-time as a
negotiator, advisor and researcher for the
past 9 years.

The HTG’s mandate is to achieve a treaty
that, through a combination of securing
title to land, governance over territories,
and compensation for lost opportunities,
will provides for future prosperity while
ensuring that the full complexities of
Coast Salish cultural practices may be
exercised into the future.

Hul’qumi’num people have been
involved in these modern-day treaty
negotiations, like so many other First
Nations in British Columbia, because the
legal, social, political and constitutional

After over a decade of intense
negotiations locally at HTG table, and
collectively with over 60 other First
Nations at a ‘Common Table’, the talks
have left many First Nations feeling that
there is little prospect for achieving

Dierdre Meintel
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reconciliation through the treaty process.
Most First Nations in the process have
concluded that a common cluster of
policy-related issues thwarts any potential
progress at their tables. In addition to
these policy issues, the HTG has been
stalemated by the unwillingness of
government to negotiate reconciliation of
the near-complete privatization of the
land in their territories by the 1884 E&N
Railway Grant.
In 2006, the HTG leadership decided to
challenge Canada’s intractable position
on private lands by reframing the
discourse about land claims. The HTG
leadership approached the international
community through the Organization of
American States, to seek the recognition
and protection of their human rights in
their territories. This bold step, they
hoped, will be a tipping point for settling
land claims in Canada.

Continued/Suite Page 9
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NEGOTIATING TREATIES:
HOW TO AFFIRM RIGHTS OVER
“NON-NEGOTIABLE” PRIVATE LAND
Continuation from page 8/Suite de la page 8

In 1884 E&N Railway Grant gave over
800,000 hectares fee-simple land, timber
and subsurface rights to coal barron James
Dunsmuir in exchange for building a
railroad from Esquimalt to Comox. This
‘exchange’ went nearly unnoticed by the
First Nations leadership of the day, but its
effect on their territories could not have
been more dramatic.
In the territories of the HTG member First
Nations, nearly their entire traditional
land base came to be owned and occupied
by coal and forest companies, private
farmers and towns like Ladysmith to
support the intensive extractive industries
that have operated continuously on them
since 1884. Today, three large forest
companies privately own nearly the entire
upper watesheds of the Nanaimo,
Chemainus, Cowichan and Koksilah
Rivers, with some of the highest-value
real-estate outside major urban centers in

Canada being settled in the valleys,
waterfront and Islands in Hul’qumi’num
territory. All of the forested watersheds
have highly developed logging road
networks into them. They are now gated
where they cross the holdings of private
timber companies and are well signed to
indicate the limits of trespass. As the
province has not legislated extensively for
forest or environmental management on
private lands, these lands have been
extensively clear cut, with much of the
area being in their third rotation since old
growth.
Most of the governance jurisdiction which
has on-the-ground relevance today rests
with a patchwork of 8 different local
governments, who through permissive
land use zoning have, particularly in the
past 10 years, facilitated intense suburban expansion in the area. The foodbaskets of beaches and access points to the

sea of Hul’qumi’num territory are also
massively restricted from access by the
Hul’qumi’num people by the dense
network of private homes that now
consume the waterfront. Private moorage
sites, leaking septic fields, urban sewage
outfall, and agricultural run-off all shutdown the intertidal food basket that
sustained Hul’qumi’num people for
millennia.
At the treaty table there has been no space
for discussion of private land in spite of it
being a unique if not defining feature of
this area. Certainly, some of the limited,
formula-based funds on offer (by my
estimates ~$35,000 1993$ per capita over
25 years) could be used to purchase small
areas of high-value land, but this is a
matter of cherry-picking real-estate, not
reconstituting territorial relations.
Private land is not on the table for any
other purpose either: no co-management,
no revenue sharing, no
recognized jurisdictions
of any kind, no
constitutionally
protected interjurisdictional
arrangements, no
arrangement for the
exercise of cultural
rights of any kind not
subject to landowner
veto, no ability to
acquire land over the
long-term without local
government (from
whose tax base the lands
would come) veto, and
remarkably, absolutely
no consideration for
compensation.
Consistent with the
principle voted on by the
BC public in the 2002
referendum on treaty
talks, private lands are
completely off the table,
leaving HTG in an
impossible situation for
achieving its mandate.
A new approach to this
problem presented itself
through the confluence
Continued/Suite Page 10
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TRADITIONAL LANDS GIVEN AWAY
CUSTOMARY LAWS IGNORED
INDIGENOUS RIGHTS IGNORED

Continuation from page 9/Suite de la page 9

of family connections so emblematic of
First Nations communities. The daughter
of HTG chief negotiator decided to attend
the Indigenous Peoples Law and Policy
Program and the University of Arizona (U
of A) school of law. Here James Annaya,
Robert A. Williams Jr., and Robert
Hershey have been world leaders in
working with indigenous communities
like the Awas Tingi of Nicaragua, Maya
communities of southern Belize, the
Western Shoshone and others, to
articulate their land rights as human rights
in various international forums. Drawing
on the generous energies of these legal
scholars from the U of A, and the various
capacities and expertise the HTG has
developed over the years, a petition
protesting the violation of human rights to
property and culture was drafted and
submitted in 2007 to the Inter-American
Commission of Human Rights, one of the
key human rights instruments of the
Organization of American States (OAS).

lands endangers many of the most sacred
ceremonial practices, which are essential
to Hul'qumi'num cultural and physical
survival.
HTG argued in its petition to the IACHR
that, while HTG member First Nations
"continue to exercise, assert and defend
their property, user, self-government and
other rights and interests in their

traditional lands, territories, and
resources, through hunting, fishing,
gathering, and spiritual and ceremonial
activities unique to their culture and
indigenous way of life," these practices
are rarely accommodated on private
lands.
HTG argued that the close,
intimate, and life-sustaining connection
between Hul'qumi'num people and their
traditional territory is fundamental to their

The HTG petition asked the InterAmerican Commission on Human Rights
(hereafter ‘the Commission’) to recognize
the ongoing human rights violations in
Canada’s non-negotiable stance on
private lands.
Through sustained
ethnographic research, HTG was able to
draw out evidence about the customary
land tenure system which define in
indigenous terms the property rights and
cultural practices which are being
systematically violated by Canada
through unilaterally granting, permitting
and licensing rights and interests in their
traditional lands and resources to private
third parties. HTG alleged that:
State "privatization" of these traditional
lands of the Hul'qumi'num has
irretrievably damaged forests and
essential water supplies, straining plant
and wildlife populations and threatening
access to and use of Hul'qumi'nurn natural
resources, medicines and sacred sites.
Pollution and noise from private logging
operations and commercial and
residential developments adversely affect
and interfere with Hul'qumi'num hunting,
fishing and gathering practices.
Destruction and clear-cutting of forest
Continued/Suite
11
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RE-FRAMING STATE-ORDERED AND
STATE-CONTROLLED TREATY
NEGOTIATIONS IN CANADA

Continuation from page 10/Suite de la page 10

cultural identity, integrity, way of life and
very survival as indigenous peoples.
Such ongoing cultural survival is in
jeopardy by the States’ double-threat of
both not engaging in relationships with
First Nations over private land and
insisting on ‘extinguishment treaties' that
fundamentally reshape the property rights
which are so bundled up with this way of
life. HTG's petition alleges that Canada is
acting in violation of article XXIII, the
right to property, article XIII, the right to
culture, article II the right to equality
under the law, and other human rights
protected under the Inter-American
declaration on human rights.
In this re-framing of State-ordered and
controlled treaty negotiations into a transnational forum for human rights claims,
HTG is radically challenging Canadian
land claims discourses. Hul’qumi’num
people have rejected a municipal-plus
type model of land ownership and
governance for urban-area First Nations
that Canada and BC proffer at treaty
tables, instead articulating the
continuance of extensive territorial
relations as the only viable option. At the
level of on-the-ground impact, the
potential effects of such a request could
not be more different. Treaty negotiations
have produced little tangible result after
15 years effort and millions of dollars
expended.
The State’s referrals/consultation
processes over Crown decisions have,
particularly in recent years, produced a
staggering number of unanswerable
correspondence regarding narrow aspects
of land use decisions. In contrast, HTG’s
request to the Commission for
‘precautionary measures’ – a type of
international injunctive request – could
stall or halt all permitting activities of
local, regional, provincial and federal
governments in the territory until some
relief of the human rights violations can
be achieved. Relief in the context of these
human rights claims for other indigenous
peoples, has included the recognition,
delimiting, demarcation and titling of
indigenous territorial lands, or the
payment of compensation for those lands
which were not returned.

BECOME A MEMBER!

Canada’s Response
The State has responded with an
uncompromising rejection of HTG’s
petition. They have argued that there is no
evidence of human rights violations in
Canada, that the case is inadmissable
under Commission rules because the HTG
has not ‘exhausted all domestic
remedies’, and that the Commission has
no jurisdiction or scope of authority to
consider the issues raised by HTG in the
case.
The most vigorous element of Canada’s
argument is the valorization of the range
of domestic remedies available in Canada
for resolving issues of aboriginal property
rights, which, they argue, are amongst the
most generous and effective of anywhere
in the world. Forward-looking, interestbased treaty negotiation, Canada claims,
allow First Nations to negotiate land
without having to prove anything with
respect to their historic use and
occupancy. The courts, Canada claims,
are effective places to obtain title
declarations.
Injunctive relief and
judicial reviews are immediately
available in Canada, and the duty towards
consultation and accommodation over
potential impacts to aboriginal rights is
part of the honour of the Crown, even on
mere primae facie evidence of a potential
impact to a right. Indigency, Canada
claims, is not a concern in these cases, as
the courts can order First Nations costs be
paid if the issues are compelling.
HTG responded to the Commission that
given their own experiences, and the
experiences of the other Aboriginal
communities in Canada, there are no clear
prospects for any of these to be effective
with respect to issues stemming from the
1884 E&N Railway Grant. In a stunning
show of solidarity, HTG received over a
dozen amicus curae briefs and affidavits
from First Nations, aboriginal political
organizations, leaders and negotiators,
including: Ahousaht First Nation, the
Assembly of First Nations, the First
Nations Summit, Nunavut Tunngavik Inc,
the Union of British Columbia Indian
Chiefs, Laich-Kwil-Tach Treaty Society,
British Columbia Assembly of First
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Nations, Sto:lo Tribal Council and
Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs, Okanagan
and Secwepemc First Nations, and
affidavits from the Chief of the Westbank
First Nation and the Chief Treaty
Negotiator for the Westbank First Nation,
legal council for the Sliammon and
Snuneymuxw First Nations, amongst
others. These often lengthy briefs to the
Commission forcefully articulate support
of HTG’s views that the courts, the
injunctive and judicial review processes,
and especially the BC Treaty Process have
all been largely ineffective in protecting
and recognizing indigenous property and
cultural rights.
C o n c l u s i o n s : Wa i t i n g f o r t h e
Commission
Now, after two hearings and several
thousand pages of submissions, the
leaders of the HTG communities are
waiting to hear from the Commission if
their petition will be admissible, if their
precautionary measures request will be
granted, and if they will get a date to
further argue the merits of the case before
the commission. HTG’s legal council has
requested on numerous occasions that
Canada submit to the ‘friendly settlement’
procedure under the auspices of the
Commission, a gesture which Canada has
repeatedly refused, not wishing to
relinquish any of its control over the
process of the negotiation of
reconciliation with its aboriginal peoples.
In engaging the Organization of American
States’ Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights, HTG leaders have sought
to unmask Canada as a pariah state whose
human rights abuses of its indigenous
peoples have been cloaked in a
masquerade of law, policy and the
representation in public forums of how
generous -- even excessive -- Canada is in
its dealing with First Nations. The HTG
leaders are drawing on the moral strength
of the international human rights
discourse to transcend the ultimately
colonial characterization of indigenous
rights and interests by Canada. The
threads of these trans-national discourses
may be key to building a ‘new
relationship’ between aboriginal people
and the State in Canada.
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ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
AT MOUNT SAINT VINCENT UNIVERSITY
The editors of Culture neglected to
include the Mount Saint Vincent
Anthropology Department in our
survey of Atlantic and Maritime
anthropology departments in our last
issue. We now rectify this omission.

continues to direct a Social Science and
Humanities Research Council of Canada
funded university-community research
alliance titled ‘Social Research for
Sustainable Fisheries (SRSF)’
(http://faculty.msvu.ca/srsf).

The Sociology/Anthropology
Department (SOAN) at
MSVU offers a joint
undergraduate program
in sociology and
anthropology with five
degree and certificate
options. The program’s
offerings are diverse and
well-balanced, with a
cross-cultural,
comparative focus and
special strengths in the
areas of gender,
globalization and the
life course.
The SOAN curriculum
is designed to provide
students with analytical,
writing, research and
presentation skills and
to prepare majors for a
variety of careers in
social service, social
policy and social
research professions,
and for graduate studies
and other professional
programs. Our program
prepares students to be
informed, active, and
responsible participants
in the increasingly
complex social life of
the modern world
a brief description of the research interests
and contributions of the anthropologists in
the department:
Anthony Davis (Professor, PhD Toronto)
Anthony joined Mount Saint Vincent
University in September 2004 as
Associate Vice-President (Research)
following nineteen years of research and
teaching as a member of the St. FX
University faculty.
Anthony also

reference to ideas about and concepts of
relations between culture, social power,
and systems of domination. Over the last
eight years or so, Anthony’s research has
focused on Native and non-native small
boat fish harvesters’ local ecological
knowledge. The primary foci here are
development of research
d e s i g n s a n d
methodologies that
enable systematic
documentation of local
ecological knowledge,
a n d p r i m a r y
documentation, in
Northeastern Nova
Scotian settings, of
Native and non-native
fish harvester ecological
knowledge systems.
Initial results from this
work appear in
Ecological Applications
(forthcoming), Society
and Natural Resources
(forthcoming), the
Journal of Ocean and
Coastal Management
(Fall 2006), the
Canadian Journal of
Native Studies (Spring
2005), Human
O rg a n i z a t i o n ( F a l l
2004), Canadian Journal
of Aquatic Sciences and
Fisheries (Fall 2004),
Human Ecology (Fall
2003), and Marine
Policy (Fall 2001).

This alliance develops fisheries social
research capacity among indigenous and
non-native fishing peoples and
organisations. Empirically, much of
Anthony’s research examines the socioeconomic organisation and dynamics of
North Atlantic rim fisheries, fishing
communities, and fishing families.
Aspects of this work also address the
impacts of fisheries management systems
on small boat fishing peoples and
communities.
Theoretically his research is located with

In addition, Anthony has
had many researchbased commentary and information
pieces appear in national and regional
newspaper as well as fishing industry
trade publications. Two recent SSHRCfunded research programs build on and
extend these themes.
These are:
(Principal Investigator), Researching and
Interpreting Local Ecological Knowledge
(LEK): A Research and Concept Rich
Results Process, and (Co-Applicant),
Seeking Netukulimk: Mi’kmaq
knowledge, culture, capacity, and
empowerment.
Continued/Suite Page 13
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ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
AT MOUNT SAINT VINCENT UNIVERSITY
Continuation from page 12/Suite de la page 12

Alex Khasnabish (Assistant Professor,
PhD McMaster)
A socio-cultural anthropologist by
training, Alex’s research interests lie in
the following areas: culture, power, and
resistance; globalization, transnational
activism, global justice, and social
movements; democracy and political
philosophy; political histories, political
ecologies, political imagination, and
narratives of socio-political struggle and
transformation; anti-capitalism,
anarchism, and grassroots alternativebuilding.
Alex’s research has focused on the

transnational resonance of the political
imagination of Zapatismo - the political
philosophy of the Zapatista movement
located in Chiapas, Mexico - upon diverse
communities of political activists in
Mexico, Canada, and the United States.
His current research, funded by a MSVU
New Scholars Research Grant and a
President’s Award for Research Proposal
Development, focuses upon the “radical
imagination” and how it relates to anticapitalist struggles and the construction of
post-capitalist alternatives at
transnational, regional, and local levels.
Alex is particularly interested in the ways
in which new radical imaginations are
envisioning socio-political

transformations beyond rather than within
the state form and, instead of conceiving
of struggle within the hegemonic/counterhegemonic binary, are engaged in
articulating new visions of life lived in
common.
Alex is the author of Zapatismo Beyond
Borders: New Imaginations of Political
Possibility (2008, University of Toronto
Press) and Zapatistas: Rebellion from the
Grassroots to the Global (forthcoming
2010, Zed Press). His work has also been
published in Affinities, Anthropologica,
AmeriQuests, Critique of Anthropology,
Ephemera, and Journal for the Study of
Radicalism.

CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS 1908 - 2009
SHARE YOUR MEMORIES
PARTAGEZ VOS SOUVENIRS
Renowned anthropologist Claude LéviStrauss passed away on October 30 2009.
French President Nicolas Sarkozy called
Levi-Strauss "one of the greatest
e t h n o l o g i s t s o f a l l t i m e . " To
commemorate his life and to remorate the
impact of Claude LéviStrauss had on Canadian
anthropology, the editors of
Culture invite you to submit
your memories and thoughts
on Claude Lévi-Strauss.

For more information, please send an e-mail to either editors of Culture:
Craig Proulx (cproulx@stu.ca)
Martin Hébert (Martin.Hebert@ant.ulaval.ca)
Pour plus de renseignement, veuillez écrire aux rédacteurs du bulletin Culture ci-dessus.

L’ethnologue
de grande
renommée Claude LéviStrauss est décédé le 30
octobre 2009. Nicolas
Sarkozy, président de la
République française, a fait
l’éloge de Lévi-Strauss, “un
très grand savant, toujours
ouvert au monde, qui a créé
l’anthropologie moderne.”
Afin de commémorer sa vie
et remémorer l’impact de
Claude Lévi-Strauss sur
l’anthropologie au Canada, la
rédaction du bulletin Culture
vous invite à partager vos
souvenirs avec nous.
Claude Lévi-Strauss & his wife, son épouse, Monique
BECOME A MEMBER!
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The Weaver-Tremblay Award
CASCA is again holding a
competition for the WeaverTremblay Award.
The Weaver-Tremblay Award in
Canadian Applied Anthropology is
named after two of Canada's mostrenowned applied anthropologists,
the late Sally Weaver, and MarcAdélard Tremblay. In 1992 the
Society for Applied Anthropology
in Canada established the WeaverTremblay Award, naming it after
Marc-Adélard Tremblay and Sally
Weaver. The award is now
adminstered by CASCA.
Marc-Adélard Tremblay is one of
Canada's most distinguished

teachers and researchers in the
social sciences. Founder of the
anthropology department at Laval
University, a champion of team
research employing innovative
interdisciplinary research
methodologies, his work has
focused on understanding the
complexities of community
response to rapidly changing social
conditions.
Sally Weaver’s second book, The
Making of Canadian Indian Policy
published in 1981 has been called
one of the most important books in
English-language the Social
Sciences of the 20th century. Her
critique was instrumental in

dismantling the Canadian
Department of Indian Affairs as it
existed in the 1970s, and for the
launching of a system of land
claims for Aboriginal people in
Canada.
The deadline for nominations is
February 12, 2010.
For more information, consult the
CASCA web site (http://www.cassca.ca) or email either Evie Plaice,
C A S C A S e c r e t a r y,
(plaice@unb.ca) or James Randall,
2009 award winner and chair of the
selection committee
(j.waldram@usask.ca).

La prix Weaver-Tremblay
En 1992, la Société canadienne d'anthropologie appliquée a créé le prix
Weaver-Tremblay, en l'honneur de Marc-Adélard Tremblay et de Sally
Weaver.
Marc-Adélard Tremblay est l'un des professeurs et des chercheurs canadiens
les plus éminents du domaine des sciences sociales. Fondateur du
département d'anthropologie de l'Université Laval et maître d'oeuvre de la
recherche collective grâce à des méthodologies de recherche
interdisciplinaire novatrices, ses travaux ont porté sur la compréhension de la
complexité des réactions de la population à des conditions socioéconomiques
en pleine mutation.
Publié en 1981, le deuxième ouvrage de Sally Weaver, The Making of
Canadian Indian Policy, est considéré comme l'un des ouvrages de langue
anglaise les plus importants du 20 e siècle dans le domaine des sciences
sociales. Sa critique a contribué à démanteler le ministère des Affaires
indiennes tel qu'il existait dans les années 1970, et a joué un rôle déterminant
dans l'établissement d'un système de revendication territoriale pour la
population autochtone du Canada.
La date limite est le 12 février 2010.
Pour plus de renseignements, veuillez consulter le site de CASCA
(http://www.cas-sca.ca) ou écrivez soit Evie Plaice secrétaire de CASCA
(plaice@unb.ca) ou James Waldram récipiendaire du prix Weaver-Tremblay
en 2009 et président de comité de sélection (j.waldram@usask.ca)
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Book Notes
Livres en Bref
Keeping the Campfires Going:
N a t i v e Wo m e n ' s A c t i v i s m i n U r b a n C o m m u n i t i e s
Susan Applegate Krouse and Heather A. Howard (edited by)
University of Nebraska Press © 2009. 232 pp.

The essays in this groundbreaking anthology, Keeping the
Campfires Going, highlight the accomplishments of and challenges confronting Native women activists in American and
Canadian cities. Since World War II, Indigenous women from
many communities have stepped forward through organizations,
in their families, or by themselves to take action on behalf of the
growing number of Native people living in urban areas. This
collection recounts and assesses the struggles, successes, and
legacies of several of these women in cities across North
America, from San Francisco to Toronto, Vancouver to Chicago,
and Seattle to Milwaukee. These wide-ranging and insightful
essays illuminate Native communities in cities as well as the
women activists working to build them.
Contributors: Grant Arndt, Dara Culhane, Heather A. Howard,
Nancy Janovicek, Susan Applegate Krouse, Molly Lee, Susan
Lobo, Joan Weibel-Orlando, Anne Terry Straus, Debra Valentino,
and Mary C. Wright.

Economics and morality
Katherine E.Browne and R. Lynne Milgram (edited by)
AltaMira Press © 2009. 292 pp.

In Economics and Morality, the authors seek to illuminate the
multiple kinds of analyses relating morality and economic
behavior in particular kinds of economic systems. The chapters
explore economic systems from a variety of diverse indigenous
and capitalist societies, focusing on moral challenges in nonWestern economic systems undergoing profound change,
grassroots movements and moral claims in the context of
capitalism, and morality-based movements taking place within
corporate and state institutions. The anthropological insights of
each chapter provide the value of firsthand fieldwork and
ethnographic investigation, as well as the tradition of critically
studying non-Western and Western societies. Because the moral
challenges in a given capitalist society can no longer be effectively
addressed without considering the interaction and influences of
different societies in the global system, the international
ethnographic research in this book can help document and make
sense of the changes sweeping our planet.
Contributors: Katherine E. Browne, Catherine S. Dolan, Christina
Garsten, Rhoda H. Halperin, Tor Hernes, Walter E. Little, Bill
Maurer, Aaron Z. Pitluck, Rebecca Prentice, Dinah Rajak, Joel
Robbins, Andrew Walsh, and Cynthia Werner
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Livres en Bref

South Koreans in the Debt Crisis:
T h e C r e a t i o n o f a N e o l i b e r a l We l f a r e S o c i e t y
Jesook Song
Duke University Press © 2009. 224 pp.
South Koreans in the Debt Crisis is a detailed examination of the
logic underlying the neoliberal welfare state that South Korea
created in response to the devastating Asian Debt Crisis
(1997–2001). Jesook Song argues that while the government
proclaimed that it would guarantee all South Koreans a minimum
standard of living, it prioritized assisting those citizens perceived
as embodying the neoliberal ideals of employability, flexibility,
and self-sufficiency. Song demonstrates that the government was
not alone in drawing distinctions between the “deserving” and the
“undeserving” poor. Progressive intellectuals, activists, and
organizations also participated in the neoliberal reform project.
Song traces the circulation of neoliberal concepts throughout
South Korean society, among government officials, the media,
intellectuals, NGO members, and educated underemployed
people working in public works programs. She analyzes the
embrace of partnerships between NGOs and the government, the
frequent invocation of a pervasive decline in family values, the
resurrection of conservative gender norms and practices, and the
promotion of entrepreneurship as the key to survival. Song
provides an ethnographic assessment of the efforts of the state
and civilians to regulate social insecurity, instability, and
inequality through assistance programs.

A Kindly Scrutiny of Human Nature:
Essays in Honour of Richard Slobodin
Richard J. Preston (edited by)
Wilfrid Laurier University Press © 2009, 172 pp.

A Kindly Scrutiny of Human Nature is a collection of essays
honouring Richard (Dick) Slobodin, one of the great
anthropologists of the Canadian North. A short biography is
followed by essays describing his formative thinking about
human nature and human identities, his humanizing force in his
example of living a moral, intellectual life, his discernment of
people’s ability to make informed choices and actions, his
freedom from ideological fashions, his writings about the
Mackenzie District Métis, his determination to take peoples
experience seriously, not metaphorically, and his thinking about
social organization and kinship. An unpublished paper about a
1930s caribou hunt in which he participated finishes the
collection, giving Dick the last word.
Richard J. Preston is nominally retired (Professor Emeritus of
Anthropology, McMaster University) and hopes to continue his
forty-plus-year span of sojourning and work with the people of
the James Bay region, focusing on the cultural dimensions of
globalization and tracing the emergence of the Cree concept of
community. His publications include Cree Narrative: Expressing
the Personal Meanings of Events, second edition (2002), and a
great many papers.
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Livres en Bref

Ethnographies and Archaeologies: Iterations of the Past
Lena Mortensen and Julie Hollowell (edited by)
University Press of Florida © 2009. 320 pp.

Ethnographies and Archaeologies explores the many different
ways that the archaeological past is used to create meaning in the
present. Broadly arguing for the application of ethnography to the
dialogue on archaeological heritage, the book considers how
concepts of nationalism, identity politics, and cultural production
affect how the past is shaped by archaeology and re-shaped by
contemporary communities.
Contributors to the volume seek to move the discussion beyond a
mere critique of contemporary uses and configurations of the past
to a more multilayered analysis of the interplay between imagery,
power, and interest in the political economy of archaeology and
heritage.
Positioned at the forefront of a growing trend to explore the
intersection of cultural anthropology and archaeology, the volume
examines especially how the past is mediated by social
engagements in the present, and considers the consequences of
those encounters.

The Intestines of the State:
Yo u t h , Vi o l e n c e a n d B e l a t e d H i s t o r i e s i n t h e C a m e r o o n G r a s s f i e l d s
Nicolas Argenti
University Of Chicago Press © 2007. 352 pp.

The young people of the Cameroon Grassfields have been subject
to a long history of violence and political marginalization. For
centuries the main victims of the slave trade, they became prime
targets for forced labor campaigns under a series of colonial
rulers.
Today's youth remain at the bottom of the fiercely hierarchical
and polarized societies of the Grassfields, and it is their response
to centuries of exploitation that Nicolas Argenti takes up in this
absorbing and original book. Beginning his study with a political
analysis of youth in the Grassfields from the eighteenth century to
the present, Argenti pays special attention to the repeated violent
revolts staged by young victims of political oppression.
He then combines this history with extensive ethnographic
fieldwork in the Oku chiefdom, discovering that the specter of
past violence lives on in the masked dance performances that have
earned intense devotion from today's youth. Argenti contends that
by evoking the imagery of past cataclysmic events, these
masquerades allow young Oku men and women to address the
inequities they face in their relations with elders and state
authorities today.
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Films en Bref

Bax Laanks:
P u l l i n g To g e t h e r

Bax Laanks: Pulling Together is a
contemporary story of the ancient
Indigenous community of Gitxaala, a
people who have lived in their traditional
territories on the northwest coast of North
America for millennia. Their complex and
sophisticated society developed ways of
using their material world that contributed
to ecosystem well-being. However, the
advent of the industrial economy
challenged and changed all of this. This
film tells the story of Gitxaala today and
how the community pulls together to do
what separately they would not be able to
accomplish.
Copies of Bax Laansk can be order from the
Ethnographic Film Unit at UBC for
$150.00

We a t h e r t h e S t o r m :
The Fight to Stay Local
In today's global economy, the world's ocean resources are being hit hard. Enormous
industrial floating factories follow the fish wherever they are abundant, and move on
when they have plundered the fish stocks. In the process, they squeeze the life out of
small and local fishing communities.
The fishing communities on France's Western coast are determined to fight back.
These small town fishermen have launched a sophisticated and multi-faceted strategy
to stay small and successful in the face of global competition. Although the battle to
save the oceans is often publicly waged between environmentalists and corporations,
this film gives voice to an important group who just may have the solutions we need:
the small-scale artisanal fishers.
(35 minutes, 2008)
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